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We are dealing here with the parallelization of fire spreading simulations following detailed physical
experiments. The proposal presented in this paper has been tested and evaluated in collaboration with
physicists to meet their requirements in terms of both performance and precision. For this purpose, an
object-oriented framework using two abstraction levels has been developed. A first level considers the
simulation as a global phenomenon which evolves in space and time. A local level describes the
phenomena occurring on elementary parts of the domain. In order to develop an extensible and modular
architecture, the cellular automata paradigm, the DEVS discrete event system formalism and design
patterns have been used. Simulation treatments are limited to a set of active elements to improve
execution times. A new kind of model, called Active-DEVS is then specified. The model is computed with
a fine grain parallelization very efficient for present day multi-core processors which are elementary
units of modern computing clusters and computing grids. In this paper, the parallelization with Open
MultiProcessing (OpenMP) standard directives on Symmetric MultiProcessing (SMP) architectures is
discussed and the efficiency of the retained solution is studied.

� 2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Software availability

Name of software: The Cþþ code is freely available with a simple
request to Eric Innocenti ino@univ-corse.fr.
1. Introduction

Simulation is a powerful tool that enables a better under-
standing of real world problems. Among the various simulation
techniques, the simulation of discretized differential equations has
been used to describe complex systems and interpret many real
world problems. To deal with space, these simulation models are
usually represented as cell spaces (Wu et al., 2004; Langlois and
Phipps, 1997; Karafyllidis and Thanailakis, 1997).

Fire spreading is a good example of complex phenomena that
relies on differential equations and cellular models. In fire spread
modeling, discrete equations are written down from the conser-
vative laws for mass, momentum and energy that govern the
system. In this paper, the domain context is multi-scale, from small-
scale laboratory experiments to field scale experiments, hence, the
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physical complexity of the thermodynamic system under consid-
eration strongly increases. In actual fires, a set of new control
parameters and distributions appear in comparison with laboratory
fires. These are mainly governed by a multi-scale structured
vegetation (shrub or forest), the turbulent flow regime of the flame
front and its crossing wind flow and the fractal nature of the
topography. This enlargement in the range of scales (e.g. from few
centimeters of a leave to several kilometers) supposes huge
computing resources in order to capture each representative scale
governing the conservative laws. The numerical resolution of the
partial differential equations forming the system of conservative
laws for a reactive fluid flow is known as Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD), including multiphase flow simulations (Morvan
and Dupuy, 2004) and Large Eddy simulations (Mell et al., 2007).

An efficient alternative to CFD for fire simulation is the cellular
automata approach. Indeed, cellular automata appear to be
appropriate for modeling such complex spatial phenomena as
large-scale fires, because of their discrete nature and their suit-
ability for implementation on computers (Tian and Burrage, 2005;
Lay, 2000) The methods ensuing from this paradigm emphasize
local interactions as opposed to a global description. The generated
emergent behaviors are often surprisingly complex. Wolfram and
others have shown such emergent features of cellular automata
(Wolfram, 2002; Talia, 2000). In fire spread modeling, this was
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,
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recently illustrated in (Porterie et al., 2007) comparing a cellular
automata approach to experiments performed at the labo-
ratory scale. At a field scale, in a strategy involving cellular
automata, the coupling with atmospheric models and topograph-
ical models (stored in a Geographical Information System) shall be
planned (Clark et al., 2004.) Furthermore, some new trends in
fire safety research include modern data assimilation techniques
(Cohen et al., 2007). All these new modular components of
a simulator for wildfire at a field scale necessitate using techniques
for high performance computing (the coarse-grained paralleliza-
tion for data assimilation or atmospheric models). At the end,
prediction tools of a wildfire behavior at fields scale require simu-
lation times shorter than real times for an optimal management of
firefighting.

Therefore, fire spreading modeling and simulation require
efficient models and very high performance computations. The
efficiency of discrete event simulators is beginning to receive
significant attention (Wainer and Giambiasi, 2001; Lee and Kim,
2003; Hu and Zeigler, 2004; Muzy and Nutaro, 2005). Concerning
cellular models, (Wainer and Giambiasi, 2001) show that the
simulation of cellular models can be improved by ‘‘flattening’’ the
hierarchy of coordinator objects which are used in the DEVS
(Discrete EVent System Specification) (Zeigler, 1976; Zeigler et al.,
2000a,b). In this flattened simulator, a single coordinator manages
all the atomic components of a model. This can significantly reduce
the cost of event routing, and it eliminates the need for multiple
coordinator objects. Lee and Kim (2003) describe a similar solution
that computes and stores possible event routes at compile time.
Hu and Zeigler (2004) describe an improved scheduling algorithm
for cellular models that are simulated using a hierarchy of coordi-
nators and simulators. Muzy and Nutaro (2005) proposed a new
simulation approach for DEVS models (Zeigler et al., 2000a,b) and
Parallel Dynamic Structure Discrete Event (DSDEVS) models
(Barros, 1997). The simulation architecture and communication
protocol have been designed to improve efficiency by: (i) elimi-
nating unnecessary simulator and coordinator objects, (ii) faster
event scheduling by only storing references to active models, (iii)
eliminating unnecessary internal synchronization messages, and
(iv) eliminating unnecessary event routing messages.

From a modeling point of view, three kinds of approach have
been developed so far through the DEVS formalism:

1. ‘‘Pure’’ DEVS models, in which cells are specified and simulated
as usual atomic models (see Ntaimo et al., 2004) for a good
example on fire spread),

2. A higher specification level has been developed through Cell-
DEVS (Wainer, 2002). Timing mechanisms abstractions and
geometrical sets have been added to usual DEVS structures,

3. Non-modular approaches to improve simulation efficiency
(Muzy et al., 2003; Shiginah, 2006). In the latter very sound
proofs of closure under coupling are provided. A simplified
specification level is provided to facilitate modeling and
improve simulation performances.

The third approach is definitely chosen from a modeling point
of view (using a non-modular approach) and a simulation point of
view, using simplified aggregated simulators: (Muzy et al., 2003).
Furthermore, our fire spread model has already been simulated
and modeled through the Cell-DEVS formalism (Muzy et al.,
2002a,b, 2005; Wainer, 2006). The implementation was per-
formed but we were not able to provide reasonable simulation
times compared to the physical propagation time. Indeed, this fire
spread model necessitates very small time and space discretiza-
tions leading to important computation overheads. Two reasons
can explain this:
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1. As B.P. Zeigler (DEVS’ father) says: ‘‘(.) rule-based model
specification (.) is achieved at some cost in execution time’’
(Zeigler, 1990). Moreover, dealing with discrete event timing
mechanisms at a low level (here the cells), and for discrete-
time simulation, leads to data structure overheads due to
message exchanges. The next point justifies this overhead with
comments from Shiginah, one of Bernie Zeigler’s students:

2. ‘‘Cell-DEVS formalism, since it represents each cell as an atomic
model, is considered as a conventional DEVS implementation
of cell space models which has the performance drawback that
is resulted by the huge volume of inter-cell communication
generated during simulation. In addition, expressing cellular
models in Cell-DEVS formalism is, to some extent, complex and
requires more efforts at the modeler level. On the other hand,
this dissertation introduces the multi-layer approach to
simplify the modeling process and make the cell space’s
extensive specifications transparent to the end user.’’ (Shiginah,
2006).

Hence, Active-DEVS aims to be an efficient model for simu-
lating large-scale propagation phenomena. The software tools
implemented have to keep pace with the rapid improvements of
processing power of SMP machines. To reach these objectives,
a cellular model (Worsch, 1997) and a simulation framework,
founded on both DEVS (Zeigler et al., 2000a,b) formalism and
object-oriented methodology, have been used.

An enhanced automaton models the propagation domain in
which elementary behaviors describe each node. The spatial
dynamics expression of the phenomena is thus facilitated. The
DEVS formalism simplifies the modeling at a higher level and
allows specifying components independently from automatically
generated simulation algorithms. Hence, descriptions of the
simulation treatments are facilitated.

The object-oriented architecture relies on design patterns and
thus keeps a modular, elegant and adaptable design (Gamma et al.,
1994.) A specific approach founded on an object container
integrating parallel directives for SMP machines is performed. The
implementation of this local parallelization allows improving
execution times and is reported as fine-grained parallelization. The
software simulation tool developed combines the experienced
features of cellular automata, object-oriented methodology (design
patterns), DEVS, and the efficiency of parallelization techniques
based on OpenMP parallel compiler directives (OpenMP, 2002.)
The presented approach is designed to evolve for predicting
wildfires at field scale. This study therefore attempts evaluating
the efficiency of the chosen fine-grained parallelization when
combined with a modern object-oriented architecture, with
cellular automata.

On the one hand, modeling is facilitated by the use of object-
oriented techniques and DEVS. This technique and this framework
have been used successfully in many different domains (for
a review on DEVS applications, please refer to Zeigler et al.,
2000a,b.) At the simulation level, design patterns are used to switch
easily between different data structure implementations depend-
ing on cellular modeling requirements (more details are provided
in sub-section 3.1) and parallelization techniques.

The main contributions of this approach can be summed-up as
follows:

- A physics-based model is implemented in a consistent and
adapted object-oriented and formal framework,

- The latest advances in the domain of discrete event modeling
and simulation are used for optimization (at both modeling
and implementation levels),

- SMP parallel implementations are included in a generic way,
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,
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- The whole framework can be used in a very efficient and easy
way by scientists for modeling and simulation on a single
personal computer.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the backgrounds
for developing the simulation model are introduced; in section 3,
the model and simulator designs are described; section 4 presents
the parallelization technique conduced with the industry standard
OpenMP, in order to enhance performance; in section 5, the details
of the fire spreading implementation are explained and the simu-
lation results are analyzed; finally, conclusion and perspectives are
drawn in section 6.

2. Background

The cellular automata paradigm, the DEVS framework and
design patterns are merged to achieve a multi-level specification of
Active-DEVS.

2.1. Cellular automata

Cellular automata (CA) (Von Neuman, 1966; Wolfram, 2002)
have been reinvented numerous times under different names and
within diverse disciplines as counterpart to finite difference equa-
tions. Basically, a cellular automaton represents an array of identical
cells, i.e., the cell space. The cell space is composed of individual
cells. Each cell is a programmed automaton which interacts with
others according to a fixed set of deterministic rules. Basic elements
of a cellular automaton are: its state, the neighborhood of cells and
its transition rule. The state is a variable associated to each cell in
the cell space and represents the studied local data; the neigh-
borhood represents the nearest cells used in the automata rules for
calculating the behavior at the next time step; finally, the rules
define how the state of a cell evolves with respect to the current
state and the current states of its neighbors. At every time step
states of cells are simultaneously updated according to the transi-
tion rule.

A basic cellular automaton is a structure:

CA ¼
�

Zd; S;N; d
�
;

where, Zd is the discrete lattice of d-tuples, S is the finite set of
states, N¼ {(nj¼ (x1j,.,xdj)/j e {1,.,n}} is a finite ordered subset of
Zd (the neighborhood), d: Snþ1 / S is the transition rule of CA.

Although a variety of simulation models based on basic
automata have been performed, simulating ecological processes
require several evolutions of this fundamental computational
model. The basic homogeneous cellular structure is too rigid to
easily represent the diversity of processes interacting in an
ecosystem. Generalizations of cellular automata methodology are
then required (Bandini et al., 2001; Sipper, 1994). The combination
of object-oriented programming and cellular automata paradigm
offers the flexibility to include a large part of process description
met in ecological modeling.

2.2. Design patterns

Design patterns are described in the literature as good solutions
to common problems encountered when designing object-oriented
architectures. They appear as powerful tools useful for environ-
mental modeling. Nowadays, they are unavoidable when dealing
with object-oriented programming. A lot of studies were founded
on design patterns in the early 1990s, but the really famous ones are
those developed by the ‘‘Gang of Four’’ (Gamma et al., 1994). These
authors have identified and cataloged the design patterns from the
Please cite this article in press as: Innocenti, E., et al., A software framew
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object-oriented developments recognized by the software
community in order to solve specific design problems. The key
people who introduced design patterns in the software engineering
community give this definition: patterns are ‘‘descriptions of
communicating objects and classes that are customized to solve
a general design problem in a particular context.’’ Appleton (2000)
gives a clear picture of design patterns and provides pertinent
information on their relevance to various programming problems
they may wish to solve in ecological modeling. In the software
design proposed in this paper, we aim at structuring reliable
simulation systems by allowing optimized models to be composed
in a flexible manner. A combination of design patterns, and
a comparison between two enhanced cellular models for propa-
gation phenomena were studied in a previous work (Innocenti
et al., 2004a,b). In the following we only retain what we found to be
best for fire propagation modeling.

2.3. Discrete EVent System Specification

Developed in the beginning of the 1970s, DEVS is an abstract
universal formalism used for discrete event modeling (Zeigler,
1976).

A basic DEVS atomic model is a structure:

DEVS ¼ ðXM;YM; S; dint; l; taÞ;

where, XM is the set of ports and input values, YM is the set of ports
and output values, S is the set of system’s states, dext is the external
transition function, dint is the internal transition function, l is the
output function, ta is the time advance function.

Components of the model are presented via the descriptive
variables. S represents the set of state variables. X is the set of input
variables and Y is the set of output variables. An atomic model is
influenced by internal and external events. Atomic model activity is
described by the internal transition function dint, the output func-
tion l and the external transition function dext. External events are
generated on the input ports of the atomic model and generate the
model response to the outside. Internal events are programmed as
a result of external events occurrences. The reader interested in
more details will benefit from the following DEVS reference book
(Zeigler et al., 2000a,b).

3. Model and simulator design

Separating model specifications from simulation algorithms
improve productivity. Simulation algorithms are automatically
generated. Models can be easily modified without modifying the
corresponding simulators. The design of both models and simula-
tors are presented hereafter.

3.1. Cellular object model

The combination of discrete event simulation techniques and
the cellular automata paradigm enables us to reduce execution
times restricting computations to active cells (i.e., cells changing
state), a new kind of model, called Active-DEVS, is specified. The
execution time gain can thus be considerable and the total execu-
tion time is less dependent on the size of the propagation domains.
Indeed, only cells executing a state transition are considered for
computation. Simulator activity is then limited to this set of active
cells (or ‘‘active components’’.)

In fire spreading simulations, this technique permits the
restriction of computations to fire fronts by indexing active
components in memory (Innocenti et al., 2004a,b). The computing
burden is thus limited to these components. To achieve this goal
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,
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usual data structures are managed by the classical list algorithms
implemented in numerous libraries. Such data structures are called
containers thank to their ability to contain other objects. For the
Cþþ language, retained for performance reasons (Stroustrup,
2000), the best known library for container management is the
Standard Template Library, STL (Stephanov and Meng, 1995). A
performance comparison between different containers used in fire
spreading applications has been performed in (Innocenti et al.,
2004a,b).

The objective is to develop a modular model structure adaptable
to different execution contexts. Two design patterns are used in this
scope: (1) the strategy pattern and (2) the adapter pattern. The
Strategy Pattern is used to encapsulate the variants of algorithms
which manage the active components and swap them strategically
to optimize dynamically the management of active cells without
changing the global framework architecture. The Adapter design
pattern is used to adapt STL classes to our framework. Using this
design technique, it is easy to switch the container and also to
change between multiple algorithms which can be proposed in
order to manage the active elements.

(1) Using the strategy design pattern, the container and
the corresponding model management algorithm are separated and
encapsulated into two separate classes : ‘ActiveVector’ and
‘Container’. This enables an easy switching of the container algo-
rithm according to simulation requirements. References to cells or
events require managing data structures and event lists. The effi-
ciency of a solution also depends on the application data. Some
applications require managing time through schedulers (Hu and
Zeigler, 2004), others do not and only require lists (Muzy et al.,
2003). Concerning schedulers many solutions exist (unsorted
arrays, binary heaps, trees, etc.) providing different algorithmic
complexities according to the operations which deal with the
elements of the scheduler (add, remove, get minimum time of the
scheduler, etc.). For a more precise review, please refer to (Shiginah,
2006). According to the number of operations that will be required
Co

ActiveVectorModel

MU_Object

Configuration

1..1

1..1

1..1

1..1

What kind of strategy
for managing the active
elements ?

The propagation domain
in which elementary behaviors
describe each node

Fig. 1. Cooperation between the strategy design pattern and the ActiveVe
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for a specific kind of model, there will be a best adequate solution.
The cooperation between the strategy design pattern and the classes
describing the active component transitions are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Whereas a classical derivation-based approach fixes the
container algorithm, the strategy solution developed enables us to
adjust it easily. The container algorithm can vary independently
from the interface (class ActiveVector) used to manage the active
components in the model. An abstract class is associated to the
different categories of containers, and a concrete class to each
specific container. The abstract class represents the common
interface for the different kinds of containers; each concrete class
uses this interface. The experimentation of different containers is
facilitated, and the choice of a container depends on the particular
simulation context. A configuration object indicates to the model
what kind of container to choose. The active-components
management thus defined is modular. The various STL containers
have been tested in different configurations. Indeed, the efficiency
of such object greatly influences the simulation performances.

(2) The Adapter design pattern is used to integrate the
containers of the STL in a modular way (Stroustrup, 2000.) It is
located between the container class, and the various possible
implementations offered by the STL. Thus, the interfaces of the
different containers available are converted into a generic interface
(ActiveVector class). Fig. 2 describes both strategy and adapter
design pattern cooperation. Intermediate classes (listContainer,
vectorContainer, dequeContainer, mapContainer, multiMapContainer)
delegate requests sent to them to the corresponding implementa-
tion (STL classes). The concrete container classes are derived from
the virtual container class, each one containing a container type
object. They are used to transmit the requests sent to the container
object to the corresponding object of the STL.

With the design choices made, the next step is to select how to
exploit this model on modern parallel computer architecture
(bi and quad-cores) to enhance execution times. The local paralle-
lization is performed into a Static Container (StaticContainer class),
ntainer A Container B Container C

Container1..1
1..1

Configuration object is
used for reading in
configuration files

Active elements
are managed with
this strategy

The Container class
represents the common
Interface for the different
kinds of containers

Container algorithms used to manage
the active components in the model
are easily adjusted with the context of
the simulation

ctor object responsible for the transitions of the active components.
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1

1

1 1

1

Adaptator
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container change

Fig. 2. UML collaboration diagram between the strategy design pattern and the adapter design pattern.
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in which the OpenMP directives are implemented. Our own version
of the container is developed in order to avoid any latency in
element indexation which is dynamically performed in usual STL
containers. Indeed, dynamic memory allocations are efficient but
computationally expensive for fast simulations, alternative strate-
gies are available. The Static Container is free from such dynamical
memory management. A comparison between performances of
static and dynamic containers is presented in (Innocenti et al.,
2004a,b). The StaticContainer class is derived from the container
abstract class.
3.2. Simulation framework

The simulation elements allow the model to evolve over time.
The DEVS formalism facilitates the definition of the main objects of
the simulation. The hierarchical and modular structure of a DEVS
model is generally reflected in the specification of the model’s
simulator. The latter is automatically generated to activate the
elements of the model (described in section 2.3). Each atomic
model is associated with a simulator object. The simulator is
controlled by sending messages such as ‘‘compute next state’’ and
‘‘compute next output’’, and it makes requests such as ‘‘get time of
next event’’. A coordinator object is associated with each network
model, and the coordinator can respond to the same types of
messages as the simulator objects. The coordinator, as its name
suggests, coordinates the execution of its component coordinators
and simulators.

Coordinators and simulators are created differently according to
a specified model. It is thus necessary to be able to build the same
tree structure, for different implementations. The issue here is to
make it possible for the root coordinator to choose a model,
a coordinator and a simulator, then to build the object architecture
of the simulation, using a simple interface. The solution relies
heavily on the abstract factory design pattern, which is used to get
round the limitations of inheritance as far as the programming
complexity. The structure obtained facilitates the creation of the
simulation models, as well as the simulators and coordinators
related to them. The first prototype is written in Cþþ, and is fully
operational. Interfaces are developed using the factory design
pattern. Instantiations of related models and processors are
submitted to sub-classes. Three hierarchies of parallel classes are
inter-connected: the model class, the simulator class and the coor-
dinator class.
Please cite this article in press as: Innocenti, E., et al., A software framew
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Fig. 3 represents the object interfaces developed with a modular
design adaptable to different execution contexts.

This architecture is independent from the way of creating,
composing and representing models, simulators and coordinators.
The sequence diagram in Fig. 4 illustrates the instantiation proce-
dure of the modeling components.

The root coordinator builds the simulation tree using as starting
point the different families of cellular models and the available
algorithms. A library of simulation tools is then made up. The
parent root coordinator does not know the implementation classes
of the families of models and processors (simulators and coordi-
nators). The permutation between the latter becomes simple, and
the consistency inside models and processors is reinforced. In that
case, for addition or modification of the simulation encapsulated
tools, only the simFactory objects are modified.

4. Implementation with OpenMP

The classes and relationships constituting the simulation
framework have been presented. The design rules, which allow the
development of modular model components, adaptable to different
execution contexts, have also been detailed. This section describes
how this framework is used for parallelizing the computations of
active components using the OpenMP industry standard (OpenMP,
2002).

4.1. OpenMP

OpenMP is a portable standard for software parallelization on
homogeneous architectures with shared memory (SMP) (Lucka and
Sorevik, 2000). Thanks to a set of directives it is possible to give
a simple description of the parallelization. There are two different
kinds of parallel regions:

1 - Loops with independent iterations,
2 - Independent code blocks.

In this experiment, only a loop parallelization has been used.
The goal of the OpenMP standard is to increase portability of
parallel programs intended for shared memory architectures.
Specifications of OpenMP are decided by the ‘‘OpenMP Architecture
Review Board.’’ In OpenMP, the executions of parallel loops are
based on the fork-join programming model. In a parallel section the
thread running is divided into groups of threads, which are
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,
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Fig. 3. The abstract factory design pattern in the simulation framework.
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synchronized at the end of the section and finally joined into only
one thread (the original one). OpenMP makes it possible to specify
easily sharing and synchronization of tasks, providing directives
which have the same syntax. It should be noticed that currently,
OpenMP does not propose directives which distribute data (clus-
tering). However, with the increasing number of SMP architectures
in high performance clusters (HPC), the current tendency consists
in developing hybrid solutions mixing OpenMP and MPI. Thus,
cluster nodes correspond to SMP machines whose iteration loops
use OpenMP, and communications between nodes are performed
through MPI (He and Ding, 2002; Henty, 2000).

4.2. Fine grain parallelization of active-components

The object-oriented architecture developed allows focusing on
the computations of active components. This management is
centralized in containers. The latter are subdivided and their
Please cite this article in press as: Innocenti, E., et al., A software framew
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treatments parallelized to improve the execution times (local
parallelization). However, the parallelization of the treatments
associated to the management of the active components requires
the use of a shared memory. Indeed, the strong coupling existing
between the list of active components and the cellular domain
components requires a common memory space to facilitate infor-
mation exchanges during computation. It is then mandatory to
choose parallelization methods based on the use of a shared
memory. Explicit environments of parallelization such as MPI (MPI,
1995), or PVM (Geist et al., 1994) are not adapted for this kind of
parallelization. In this case the model structure requires using
specific mechanisms for message exchanges. These mechanisms
slow down the simulation execution. Thus, it is preferable to
parallelize the container using lightweight processes which share
a common memory such as POSIX threads (ANSI, 1994), or implicit
parallelization environments founded on POSIX threads, as
OpenMP (OpenMP, 2002).
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,
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To improve the management of active components the
container is divided into components sub-sets. Then, every sub-set
is encapsulated in a lightweight process. Processes reference active
components. Every process is responsible for component state
transitions and the update of the domain part it represents. The
container division is illustrated in Fig. 5.

All the cellular components are updated in a synchronous way,
hence, it is crucial to define synchronization barriers to guarantee
the simulation consistency.

4.3. Application to fire spreading

Developing an efficient fire spread model which reproduces the
details remains a challenge for research. Models from physics are
currently used to improve the pertinence of fire spread models and
associated decision aid. The physical model in use (Eq. (1)) has been
validated in several laboratory experiments (Santoni et al., 1998;
Dupuys, 1995). The model is based on experimental data (evolution
of a flame front in a domain of 1 m2 of pine needles, without slope,
nor wind). However, the model will be tested in much larger scale
areas. Hence, whatever the scale, the fire phenomenon is consid-
ered as a transport phenomenon expressed in a reaction–diffusion
equation. The current model can be extended to a higher scale
implying many other control parameters such as vegetation
structure and composition, ground topography, local wind, etc. The
laboratory fire first considered here enables us to evaluate without
difficulty the combination of: object-oriented techniques and fine
grain parallelization (from a computational point of view), as well
as physics-based modeling of fundamental propagation mecha-
nisms of fire spreading.

Extending the present laboratory fire simulation to field scale
requires the development of a more precise model incorporating
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thermal, vegetal mass and wind velocity additional components.
Implementing more control parameters into the model to match
the experiment will necessitate prior validation of the simulation
tool developed. According to this scope, this experiment has been
carried out using laboratory scale fire data, allowing the calibration
and validation of the proposed framework. The flexibility and the
modularity of the architecture is a preliminary step before imple-
mentations of more precise model components. However, the
simulation architecture is validated here. Field scale modeling and
simulation will only necessitate adding supplementary details
preserving the whole structure of the simulator.

In this scope, the physical mechanisms describing the propa-
gation, identified and modeled on laboratory scale, are supposed to
remain valid on large-scale areas. A preliminary numerical study
makes it possible to provide an approximated numerical solution of
the model, using both finite differences for spatial derivatives and
an explicit scheme for the time advancement of the solution. The
propagation domain is then subdivided into elementary compo-
nents which constitute the ground and the plants, each one being
described by the following algebraic:

Tkþ1
i;j ¼ aTk

i�1;j þ aTk
iþ1;j þ bTk

i;jþ1 þ bTk
i;jþ1 þ cQ

�
vs

vt

�k�1

i;j
þdTk

i;j

(1)

where, Ti,j represents the temperature of a node of the grid.
Coefficients a, b, c and d depend on the time step and the space step
considered (Santoni, 1996). Parameters of the model are given
starting from experimental statements of temperatures obtained
according to time. The cellular division of space generates problems
in extreme cases. In order to solve them a fixed value is given on the
edge cells (Coquillard and Hill, 1997.) Numerical results were
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,
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compared with the experimental data for various ignitions and the
quality of predictions is remarkable (Santoni et al., 1998).

However, the precision of these models make them difficult to
be simulated under realtime constraints. Moreover, fire spread
complexity requires refining progressively model specifications
according to the simulation results. The corresponding simulation
code has to be modified easily to reduce both implementation and
testing phases. The object-oriented framework developed allows:

(1) To easily integrate model modifications as research advances
(new ground vegetation, influence of both slope and wind,
etc.),

(2) To obtain efficient execution times with a precise model
running faster than a real experiment,

(3) To optimally exploit the inherent parallelism of cellular models
(Jorba et al., 2002).

The simulation components designed support the evolutionary
nature of the structure. An example of fire spread simulation using
an Active-DEVS model is illustrated in Fig. 6.

4.4. OpenMP implementation

The OpenMP parallelization standard gives a set of directives,
which allow describing simply the local parallelization of the
container of active components (as illustrated in the extract of Cþþ
code of Fig. 7). These directives are comments activated by the
compiler thanks to the use of an adequate option. A compiler which
does not support the OpenMP standard will not pay attention to
them. Hence, the code is portable and the maintenance is limited to
a unique version.

The schedule() clause defines the scheduling mode of processes
concerned with the For directive. The ‘‘runtime mode’’ is used to
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differ the scheduling at runtime according to the value of the
environment variable OMP_SCHEDULE. No default scheduling
mode is proposed by OpenMP. The choice of the runtime mode
allows to balance the computing as referred by the OMP_SCHED-
ULE value chosen by the computing center. The interested reader
should refer to the OpenMP courses (Gondet and Lavallée, 2000.)

At the entry of a parallel area delimited with OpenMP directives,
the master process generates lightweight processes which execute
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,



...
//For Loop
#pragma omp parallel

{
#Pragma omp for schedule(runtime)

   //Transitions of active components
   for(cursor=deb; cursor<=fin; cursor++){
      activeCell=SetOfActiveCells->getActiveElt(cursor);
      if(activeCells){
         updateCellNextTemperature(activeCell);

}
}

}

//Delete inactives cells
SetOfActiveCells -> removeActiveElt();

...

Fig. 7. Excerpt of Cþþ code implementing OpenMP directives.

Fig. 8. Simulated and experimented temperatures field representation of a line-
ignition.
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a task in parallel. In this experience, parallelization consists in
executing the main loop of the container, distributing the iterations
between the different lightweight processes (loop level paral-
lelism). This parallel model has been simulated on a node of the
Zahir parallel architecture of the ‘‘Institut du Développement et des
Ressources en Informatique Scientifique (IDRIS).’’ This node has 32
processors Power4 P690 running at 1.3 Ghz, equipped with 256 Gb
of memory for a peak power announced at 166.4 Gflops/s. This
machine is exploited with AIX – version 5.1. Jobs are submitted in
batch mode to obtain exclusively the number of processors
required.
Fig. 9. Initial and hierarchical comparison.
5. Simulation results

The Simulation results presented in this section concern
experimental fires conducted on Pinus Pinaster litter, in a closed
room without any air motion, at the INRA (Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomique) laboratory near Avignon, France. The
initial experiments were performed to observe fire spread for
point-ignition and line-ignition fires under no slope and no wind
conditions (Balbi et al., 1998). The experimental apparatus was
composed of a one square meter aluminum plate protected by sand.
A porous fuel bed was used, made up of pure oven dried pine
needles spread as evenly as possible on the total area. These
experiments are simulated here under various conditions. Various
simulation models have been designed first using sequential
programming (optimizing the simulator structure, the container
implementations and accounting only for active burning cells
during the simulation). Once the sequential simulation has been
optimized, parallel programming has been considered.

A first simulation is designed through the Cell-DEVS formalism
(Wainer and Giambiasi, 2001) and implemented in the CDþþ
environment (Wainer, 2002). The laboratory experiment consists of
a combustion table of 30 cm long and 60 cm wide for a line-ignition,
the prediction of spread rate (2.96 mm/s) and the propagation are
in agreement with the experimental data for every approach (cf.
Fig. 8). The black lines represent the position of the experimental
isothermal line of 300 Celsius (ignition interface).

In Fig. 9, the execution times of the Cell-DEVS simulation are
plotted for different square cell domains and for a real propagation
of 3 s. CDþþ execution times are definitely better than in a previous
JDEVS one (where the simulation of a 100 � 100 cells domain was
not possible). In both simulations, the discrete event cells
exchanging events embedded in messages compute their temper-
ature evolution at every time steps. Only cells changing state send
events activating their neighbors. Even if this modeling and simu-
lation experiment is elegant and grounded formally, the numerous
messages exchanged produce overhead because of data structure
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management (of schedulers). This results in an execution time
much greater than the actual propagation time. Hence, a simulator
structure closer to the model structure and focusing directly on
active cells, has been designed (Muzy et al., 2003).

As depicted in Fig. 10, a point-ignition has been simulated by
initializing center cells with a temperature gradient. Fire spreads
circularly and symmetrically up to the plate borders. Fig. 11 depicts
the simulation time gain for different temperature gradients and
a real propagation of 200 s. With a basic simulation (which does not
focus on active elements), the 200 s of real propagation are simu-
lated in 160 s. A temperature gradient is progressively adjusted for
the detection of activity of cells. When the temperature of a cell
begins to increase, the temperature of the cell is compared to the
gradient. If the temperature is greater than the gradient, the cell is
considered to be active and added to the container tracking active
cells. If the temperature is less than the gradient, the cell is
considered to be inactive and ignored from the main simulation
loop. For a temperature gradient of only 1 K, the performance
improves by 20 s. From a temperature gradient of 10–30 K, the
performance gain remains about 30 s. The simulation time drops to
100 s for temperature gradients greater than 40 K.

A new experiment has been designed to compare static
simulations (which do not account for active components) and
ork for fine grain parallelization of cellular models with OpenMP:...,



Fig. 10. Fire spread simulation of a point-ignition.
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simulations tracking active components through various STL
implementations. Punctual and linear ignitions with different
temperature gradients on heterogeneous domain of 40,000
components have been simulated. In static simulation, the
container saves the references of the fire front components in
a static array. The static container is declared before execution
in memory and its size remains fixed during the simulation. In the
case of the activity tracking approach the management of the fire
front components is done using STL containers. STL data structures
organize and manage dynamically the active components, i.e. the
size of the container change during the simulation. The static
container and STL containers used are compared in various exper-
iments which are depicted in Table 1. The containers of the
experiment can be divided into two categories, sequence
containers (list, vector and deque), and associative containers (map
and multimap). The list container allows fast insertions and dele-
tions anywhere in the container, but it is not possible to randomly
access an element. The vector cainer allows managing a sequence of
elements as a contiguous block of storage. Each block is imple-
mented as an array that grows on demand. The deque (double-
ended queue) container allows fast insertions and deletions at the
beginning and at the end of the container and allows to randomly
access any element quickly. The map container consists of a key/
value pair. The key is used to order the sequence, and the value is
associated with that key. The map only allows one instance of a key
or element to be inserted into the container. The multimap
container allows multiple instances of elements. For more
Fig. 11. Execution time gain over temperature gradient of the test for a real propa-
gation of 200 s.
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information on the containers the reader will benefit from the
following reference (Nicolai, 1999).

The results in Fig. 12 show that the critical aspect of the algo-
rithm is mostly related to the management of the front fire
components. The simulation process spends a greater part of its
computation time in the fire front management, and the container
effectiveness improves simulation times. The List Container is not
exploitable because the simulation times obtained are up to a day.
Map container and multimap container are not effective; their
simulation times are twice the static container, vector container
and deque container simulation times. The comparison between
static approach and dynamic approach is made on the basis of the
static container and vector container, because deque container is
not adapted here. If the fire front is limited, i.e. if the number of
active component is limited, the static approach is faster than the
dynamic approach (experiment 1), in all other cases, the vector
container is slightly more effective (experiments 2–4). Static
container and vector container lend themselves particularly good
data structure to manage active elements of the fire front.

A final experiment has been designed to test the efficiency of the
parallelization of the last efficient sequential implementation. The
experiment presented in this section simulates a line ignition
through a homogeneous domain constituted by 50,000 (250 � 200)
components corresponding to a pine needle experiment.

Simulation results are reported onto the graph of Fig. 13, func-
tion of the number of processes, for a virtual time tsimulation ¼ 600 s.
Parallel simulations are carried out with 2, 4, and 8 processors, and
executed five times to obtain average execution times.

The next Fig. 14, presents the speedup S(P) obtained according to
the number of processes P, such as:

SðPÞ ¼ Tð1Þ
TðPÞ;

where, T(P) represents the execution time obtained with P
processes.
Table 1
Description of the experiments.

Heterogeneous domain of
40,000 components

Ignition type Number of
front fire

Experiment 1 Point ignition 1
Experiment 2 Line ignition 1
Experiment 3 Point ignition 2
Experiment 4 Line ignition 2
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Fig. 12. Comparison of containers effectiveness.
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The effectiveness of the simulation is also calculated. It is given by:

EðPÞ ¼ SðPÞ
P
:

Speedup and effectiveness curves corroborate the assumption
according to which the parallelization of the container of active
components allows to reduce execution times. This optimization is
directly efficient with bi-processors and quadri-processors, and this
is particularly interesting for recent cellular processors with duo or
quad-cores. With more than 8 processors, this approach quickly
reaches an asymptote. This predictable result according to our
design is dictated by the Amdhal Law (Jordan and Alaghband,
2002). Indeed, the addition of processors does not always produce
a linear factor of improvement for performance, particularly when
models require local communications.

As a conclusion, the OpenMP compilation directives allow to
reduce significantly execution times with a fine grain parallelization
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on a small number of processors. Furthermore, these results tend to
confirm that parallelization techniques must be used to provide
a decision tool able to help fire fighters during a forest fire. In that
case, a decision tool has to provide fire front positions faster than
the fire propagates in reality. The execution of this configuration on
only one processor requires an average time of texecution¼ 658 s,
which is, higher than the virtual time tvirtual¼ 600 s which represent
the propagation time for a real fire. In this example, the use of
OpenMP directives allows us to decrease execution times under this
virtual time limit, in a simple and fast way.

6. Conclusion and perspectives

The theory of modeling and simulation and object-oriented
programming provides methods and techniques worth applying
when modeling complex spatial phenomena. More precisely,
cellular automata, design pattern and DEVS are used in this study.
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Based on them, a new kind of model, called Active-DEVS, has been
specified and used in fire spreading simulations.

Modeling spatially complex systems from the fundamental
computational model of cellular automata (CA) improve the
simulation treatments. In fact, CA make it possible to express
the space dynamics of the phenomena and to apprehend the
complexity of some real systems. The concurrent execution of
the treatments of the simulation is facilitated with the association
of the techniques of parallel discrete events simulation. The DEVS
formalism helps for developing the Active-DEVS computing model.
The latter can be considered as an optimization which puts the
focus on the active cells of a CA. It is used in a simulation object-
based software framework in which the rules and the architecture
improve the process of development in terms of time, software
legibility, evolution, and portability. Besides, designing a reusable,
extensible, and adaptable framework is a difficult task and design
patterns were used to help achieving this goal.

OpenMP directives and SMP architectures provided a suitable,
evolutionary and powerful support. The object-oriented framework
has been designed to provide the basic components for the
construction of discrete event cellular simulations, to be flexible
and extensible, and to integrate the Active-DEVS model.

The interest of OpenMP directives to speedup the simulation for
bi-processors and quadri-processors has been pinpointed here. It
enables the decreasing of execution times under the real time
deadlines of fire spreading. This speedup, based on a fine grain
parallelization, also shows its limits. It is not designed for a large
number of processors. Our approach is to consider this optimiza-
tion as part of a parallelizing methodology in which fine grain
parellizations can be applied on local nodes of computing clusters
or computing grids. A coarse grain parallelism can then divide
space and maps to handle large-scale landscape and assign parts of
a landscape to a large number of nodes, each node being capable of
local parallelism (duo or quad-core.) In this classical ‘‘divide and
conquer’’ strategy, this study has shown that local simulations are
able to benefit from our fine grain optimization.

We also plan to improve the capabilities of the framework and
to model new physical experiments. With the acceptance of
message passing standards such as MPI (MPI, 1995) it is well suited
to join both OpenMP and MPI, i.e., to combine shared memory
programming on shared memory nodes with message passing
communications between these nodes (Sarkar et al., 2006; Henty,
2000; Badern and Jaja, 1999). In fact, these hybrid architectures
encourage a hybrid parallel programming paradigm. They rely on
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems which implement
shared memory abstraction on a network of workstations (Lu et al.,
1998; Hess et al., 2002). This will be achieved using the Active-
DEVS model and supporting framework as the foundation for
a larger parallel and distributed simulation environment, which is
currently under development.
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